Stretch of beach with access allowed to the dogs
Access allowed only to animals with accompanying

a) A special placard placed on access to the beach and on the beach bearing the same paragraph 3 of the
This article " HOW ' OF USE OF PORTION OF AREA DOGS ALLOWED " ;
b ) umbrellas ;
c) supply faucet with running water ;
d) water bowls (use clean and leave near the faucet ) ;
METHOD ' OF USE OF PORTION OF INTENDED AREA AT DOGS
a) Access to the stretch of beach is permitted by the back staircase fitted with appropriate notice ;
b ) Animal owners are responsible for the welfare of the animals themselves , because of the fact that they
do not cause annoyance or inconvenience to the public;
e) The dogs should never be left unattended and free to roam , liability for damage caused by animals is the
owner;
d) Each animal will have access to the beach if tattooed and provided with health documents certifying the
performance of the regular vaccination against the major infectious diseases and veterinary certification
attesting to his good health , issued no more than 30 days from the veterinary surgeon care providers ;
e) Any person , before access to the beach, must be equipped with flea collar ; on the beach will be kept on
a leash , at least 1.5 meters long permanently fixed to the ground , possibly to a pole , rod of the umbrella
type , frame firmly in the sand so as to prevent slippage ;
f) The owner must ensure that the dog can not get near the players ; have to bring a muzzle ( hard or soft )
to be applied to the dog in case of risk to the safety of persons or animals or at the request of the
supervisory authority; must also place a bowl of water always present and accessible to the animal , which
must always have the possibility of the shade ;
g ) Any solid manure must be removed and stored in waste containers , and liquid manure should be
sprinkled and washed with copious amounts of sea water by the owner of the animal, in a suitable
container ;
h ) To the extent possible the escort should avoid prolonged barking excessively bright and behavior of your
dog ; be obliged to back away from the beach. That option is also paid to the supervisory staff and their
sole discretion . Access is prohibited to animals with aggressive syndrome and during the estrous female ;
i) Every 2 hours the owner is required to conduct the animal off the beach for a stroll toilet ;
j ) The bathing of animals is permitted from 7:00 am to 10:00 am and from 18:00 to 20:00. The area used
for the bathing of animals is included in the water in front of the beach area equipped and is limited with
appropriate and clearly visible floating equipment , properly fixed to the seabed .
k ) Access to the sea is allowed no more than 3 dogs at a time , which should be immediately put on a leash
at the end of the bath.
I) During the stay in the water for dogs to secure the presence of the owner for its surveillance .
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